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Preface
This document describes the Standard Operator Procedures associated with control and signalling of winch
launching at the Bristol and Gloucestershire Gliding Club.
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Winch Launching and Signalling
Objective
Winch launching needs to be conducted efficiently and safely. This SOP addresses launch organisation, safety,
launch positioning and the launch process. Wing running is addressed by a separate SOP.

Launch Point Organisation
Launching is a team operation and where possible the following roles should be allocated to ensure launching
is efficient and safe.
 Launch point controller in control of launching.
 Log keeper recording details of all launches and landings
 Signals operator relaying instructions to the winch (bus signal lights)
 Launch signaller
 Wingtip holder and runner.
 Winch driver.
 Cable retrieve vehicle driver.
It is recognised that allocating the above roles is not practical in many situations and it is acceptable to
combine the tasks:
 Launcher, signaller and wingtip runner
 Signals operator and log keeper.
 Winch driver and cable retrieve

Launch Point Safety
The launch point is the most hazardous area of the gliding field with a number of risks. Safety precautions are
of paramount importance and the following should be observed at all times:
 Always follow the instructions of the Launch point Controller (LPC).
 Stay behind the glider to be launched unless specifically authorised to go forward by the LPC.
 Do not obstruct the LPC’s line of sight and signals communication.
 Do not walk in front of a glider once a cable has been attached.
 Be aware when handling cables, they might move unexpectedly.
 Never touch the second cable when a glider is being launched on the first cable. There is always a risk
of the second cable becoming entangled with the first and becoming “live”.
 The retrieve vehicle will unload the cables by moving slowly forward. Do not try to unload them
yourself, wait until the cables have been dropped, they can snag and cause injury if you try to help the
process.
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Launch Process - Positioning the Glider
The position of the glider is critical to minimise risk in the event of a launch mishap, such as a wing drop
causing the glider to veer to one side and collide with another glider.
The glider must be positioned ahead of the launch bus so that it does not obscure the signallers lookout.
The launching glider must be positioned at the head of the launch queue and parallel to other launching
gliders. It must not be staggered behind other launching gliders. This is to avoid the possibility of collisions in
the event of a wing drop or similar event.

Launch Process - Attaching the Glider
The pilot is in charge of the launch until the cable is attached, when it transfers to the launch crew. It is
important the process is not rushed and the pilot is not pressurised by the launcher into accepting the cable
prematurely. See appendix B for illustrations.
If there is any cross wind component the downwind cable should be used first. This ensures the released
cable will not fall across the remaining cable.
The pilot must be in position, with his pre-flight checks completed and ready to launch.
The launcher will select the appropriate strop and weak link for the glider to be launched. A chart giving the
appropriate weak links for each glider is available at the launch point. Alternatively, each glider has a sticker in
the vicinity of the belly hook or on the instrument panel, indicating the correct weak-link strength and colour
coding. It is the pilot’s responsibility to know the appropriate weak link and to check that the correct link has
been attached.
The pilot indicates that he is ready to launch by asking for the cable. Strops must not be attached to the
glider before they have been connected to the cable.
The wingtip holder lifts the appropriate wing (preferably the downwind wing) of the glider. The launcher asks
the pilot to open the cable release hook with the word “Open” and when the ring is in place, asks the pilot
to close the release hook with the word “Close”. The pilot will repeat the instructions to affirm. Note that
where gliders have an aerotow hook underneath the glider, the cable must be attached to the rear most belly
hook.
The launcher checks the security of the cable attachment by pulling on the strop, forward of the weak link
assembly and calls “Cable on and secure”. This checks the ring in the release mechanism and also checks
the security of the intervening linkages. He then ensures the cable is positioned ahead and in line with the
glider with the coupling straight and stands clear.

Note – Tail Holder
In some circumstances, where the ground slopes down in the launch direction as can happen at the west end,
it may be necessary to prevent the glider from overrunning the winch cable when taking up slack.
A second launch person should stand behind the glider and loosely grasp the tail of the glider to prevent it
creeping forward. The tail should be held in such a manner that the forward movement of the glider will allow
the tail to slip through the restraining hand.
Once all out is give and the glider begins to move the tail holder must relapse the tentative hold on the tail.
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Launch Process - Signalling the Launch
Once the cable is attached the glider is ready to be launched. See appendix A for launch process illustrations.
The launcher checks for any potential hazards or events that may endanger the launch:
 Look in front: There are no gliders or other obstructions in the early launch path of the glider
(typically a clear 45 degree cone from the launch position forwards).
 Look above: There are no gliders directly above and below the winch launch height.
 Look behind: There are no gliders on final approach or landing.
 Look all around: there are no gliders that are likely turn in early.
 Keep looking: The lookout must be maintained throughout the ground run of the launch.
 Check the wingtip runner is holding the wing correctly.
The launcher or signaller can then begin the launch using the “TAKE UP SLACK” signal (see appendix A).
The signal (lights) operator will start the launch procedure by signalling the winch. The winch driver will driver
will respond by slowly reeling in the slack cable.
When the slack in the winch cable has been taken up the signaller can move to the “ALL OUT” signal (see
appendix A). The signals (lights) operator will start the launch procedure by signalling the winch. The winch
driver will respond by rapidly reeling in the winch cable and accelerating the glider.
If a potential problem is identified, then the launch should be stopped. Whoever spots the problem should
shout “STOP” and hold one hand above the head as a visual signal. The Signaller will then relay the “STOP”
signal to the winch, using the prime signalling system, backed up by a verbal “STOP” command. It is the
responsibility of everyone at the launch point to call STOP if a potential threat to the safety the safety of the
launch is identified.
If a “STOP” signal is given, or the pilot wishes to abort the launch, the pilot should release the cable
immediately.
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Appendix A
Take up Slack Signals
The take up slack signal is given by slowly swinging a lowered arm from side to side and loudly saying “Take up
Slack”. The launch signaller will respond by using the launch lights to signal the to the winch driver (slowly
flashing lights) who will begin to take up slack in the winch cable. Refer to the picture below, which illustrates
the process. Note the arm being waved from side to side below the waist.

All Out Signals
The all out signal is similar to the take up slack signal, but with the hand raised above the head, and loudly
saying “All Out”. The launch signaller will respond by using the launch lights to signal the winch driver (rapidly
flashing lights) who will accelerate the glider. Refer to the picture below, which illustrates the process. Note
the arm being waved from side to side above the head.

Stop Signal
The stop signal is a stationary arm raised above the head and accompanied by a loud “Stop” warning. Anyone
can call “Stop”. Athe All Out signal is similar to the take up slack signal, but with the hand raised above the
head, and loudly saying “All Out”. Refer to the picture below, which illustrates the process. Note the arm
being held stationary above the head.
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Appendix B
Weak Links
The launch strop is coloured to show the strength of the weak link. The weak links and strengths are listed
below in the order of breaking strain (black being the strongest): Black, Red, Brown, Blue and white. A brown
weak link strop is shown in the following picture as an example.

Cable Strop

Weak Link

Connecting the Strop to the Winch Cable
Connecting the strop to the winch cable is achieved by sliding the strop ring through the slot in the winch
cable D ring. See picture sequence below.
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Attaching the Cable to the Glider
The strop ring is connected to the belly hook of the glider. Ensure you use the rear most glider hook, some
gliders have two launch hooks on the underside of the glider. The forward hook is used for aerotowing. See
pictures below.

Winch Hook

Positioning the Cable for Launching
The winch cable, parachute and strop should be laid out in front of the glider to ensure a smooth and direct
launch. See picture below.
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